
ON 
ADORNMENT

a look at  t he creat ive pract ices and visual cul ture along t he Betwa.



The image of a child’s hand is the first that greets you as you enter the path into Bhimbetka caves. Drawn by placing their hand on the rock wall, the 
child has traced the shape by smudging pigment around their palm and fingers, leaving a stencil negative. The paintings at Bhimbetka are upwards of 
30,000 years old. The oldest human ‘art’ was recently unearthed at Quesang hills in Nepal, with similar hand prints of multiple children. These are 
estimated to be upto 200,000 years old. The hand prints are an unmistakable declaration of the self, “I am here”.

The detailed drawings and the sheer spread of them across the caves at Bhimbetka are a testament to our primal urge to express ourselves onto the 
world around us. 

To imprint upon this world . . .

PHOTOS: PAINTINGS AT BHIMBETKA DEPICT ANIMALS, BIRDS, NATURAL ELEMENTS, SCENES FROM THE 
SOCIAL LIFE OF PEOPLE AT THE TIME; DANCING, WAR, DOMESTICATION AND INTERACTIONS WITH 
ANIMALS ETC.



an ident i ty, . . .
Shrines dedicated to gods and local dieties, burial markers and memorials to saints and holy people dot 
the riverine landscape.



Cattle roam the landscape freely. The garlands of tinsel that they’ve been dressed with, sparkle in the sunlight. The brass bells around 
their necks adorn the temporal scape with their tinkling sounds.
TOP RIGHT: A WOODEN GREASE BOX FOR GREASING THE WHEELS OF BULLOCK CARTS.
BOTTOM LEFT: TRANSPORTATION MAY NO LONGER BE RELIANT ON CATTLE BUT AUTOMOBILES ARE ADORNED WITH THE SAME 
AFFECTION. 



The industrial town of Mandideep is an aesthetic sore-spot. The many 
factories there routinely dump effluents into the river, the air is dusty grey 
with smoke, and the infrastructure looks tired, like promises long forgotten. 
And yet, people make space for beauty. Marking what belongs personally to 
them with hand painted motifs and slogans. 

Temples on the other hand are obvious recipients of adoring ornamentation, 
as seen on the door of the Radha Krishna temple at Tijalpur (photo on 
bottom right)

. . . a mark.



To sublimate . . .

into expression.
Mataram Meena began crafting and adorning her house a decade ago after 
her husband passed away. Turning to the surfaces in her house, she has 
transformed the space with her creative devotion. Her house is magical and 
inspiring, calling you in with shimmering mirror work, archways of flowers 
real and hand made, and captivates you with exuberant murals made of 
tinsel, greeting cards, calendar art, DVD covers, CDs, mirrors and anything 
else she finds to be beautiful. 

 emotion . . .



To make 
ourselves . . .



. . . a par t of t his world.Earlier, it was also common to see travelling tattoo artists at village 
festivals and melas. This has been a reducing occurrence due to 
many factors. Changing social norms means that one gets to see 
tattoo art almost exclusively on older women. The skin is adorned 
with motifs of plants, animals, birds, jewelery in the form of tattoos. 



The desire to be creative is an innate one. 
It makes us distinctly human and is, at the same time, 
a wholly natural urge.

This publication is a documentation and exploratory 
dissection of some of the forms of creativity I 
witnessed as I walked along the river Betwa, during 
the MovingUpstream fellowship by Veditum India 
foundation in December 2019. 

As an artist and designer I am interested in visual 
cultures and the various ways in which people express 
themselves onto their environment. Craftsmanship 
that involves hand-work particularly holds my 
attention and affection. I find it to be a very loving 
act; to labour and put conscious effort into making 
beautiful the things around us, the things we call our 
own, the things we feel related to.

CONCEPT NOTE



In the December of 2019, I spent two weeks walking along the river Betwa 
from Ganj Basoda to it’s origin near Jhirri, tracing around 110 kms of the 
river’s path along the way. This journey was part of the MovingUpstream  
fellowship offered by Veditum India Foundation. The aim of the fellowship 
is to facilitate a slow documentation of the land, landscape, people, and their 
relationship to the river. 

The river Betwa originates near the village of Jhirri in Madhya Pradesh, 
about 100 kms south-east of Bhopal and moves north-easterly before joining 
the Yamuna at Hamirpur in Uttar Pradesh.
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